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Abstract
We discuss baryon stopping in the Color Glass Condensate description of high energy scattering.
We consider the scattering of a distribution of valence quarks on an ultra-relativistic sheet of
colored charge. We compute the distribution of scattered quarks from a composite projectile,
and calculate the baryon currents before and after the collisions and on an event by event basis.
We obtain simple analytic estimates of the baryon number compression and rapidity shifts, which
in the idealized case of plane wave scattering, produce results that agree with considerations of
Anishetty-Koehler-McLerran[1].
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I. INTRODUCTION
The immediate goal of this paper is to formulate the problem of baryon number evo-
lution in the context of our modern understanding of ultra-relativistic nuclear collisions.
Baryon number evolution was considered for such collisions in very early work concerning
such collisions by Anishetty-Koehler-McLerrran[1]. There it was shown that if the typical
longitudinal rapidity boost given to the baryons of the fragmentation region is y, then the
baryons become compressed by a factor of ey. In that paper, various estimates were given
for this factor, and it was argued that there was sufficient life time of the produced matter
and energy density to produce interesting new states of matter.
In this paper, we wish to generalize these considerations to the extreme high energy limit
of ultra-relativistic collisions. In this limit, we expect that typical momentum scales will
be large compared to the QCD scale ΛQCD, and that one should be able to describe these
collisions using the theory of the Color Glass Condensate[2],[3], [4],[5].
Within the CGC formalism, several authors have studied the problem of quark produc-
tion [6–8] in dilute-dense collisions, where a hard parton from the projectile is scattered of
the dense color field of a large nucleus. Based on the usual momentum space description, the
fragmentation region of these collisions, where the baryon number sits, has been analyzed in
[9–11], demonstrating interesting features such as geometric scaling. However, such calcula-
tions performed entirely in momentum space, implicitly assume that the matter produced
in such collision does not undergo significant interactions in the final state and hence do not
provide information on the space-time dynamics.
There are two major issues associated with the space-time description of the fragmen-
tations region in the high energy limit . The first, which we shall address in this paper,
is the space-time description of the baryon density and the color charge carried by quarks
(minus anti-quarks) in such collisions. The next problem, that we shall address later, is the
production of gluons and their space-time evolution in the collisions.
There is also a broader issue to which the considerations of this paper might ultimately
be generalized [12]. At ultra-relativistic energies, there is a region of non-asymptotic energy
where the center of mass energy is not high enough so that the baryon number separates
between projectile and fragment. For large enough nuclei, the intrinsic momentum scales
associated with the Color Glass Condensate, Qsat should be large enough so that we can ap-
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ply CGC methodology. Nevertheless, the entanglement of final state interactions, combined
with our as yet poor understanding of baryon number evolution and gluon production in
the fragmentation region complicates this problem.
In this paper we will consider scattering of a distribution of quarks on an ultra-relativistic
nucleus, which is Lorentz contracted to an infinitesimal sheet of color charge along the x+
direction x+ = 0 as illustrated in Fig. 1. Of course, the quarks will be required to have
some Fermi momenta, which we shall ignore throughout this paper. This is justified because
the saturation momentum will be taken to be very large compared to the typical Fermi
momenta. We first consider the simplest case of a plane wave scattering, and estimate the
baryon number compression and rapidity shift.
We then move on to a more involved modeling of the distribution of valence quarks
in a composite projectile, to compute the space-time evolution of the baryon density in
a realistic collision. We present our results for the current density as a function of the
generalized parton distribution function and the beam function describing the distribution
of the nucleons inside a nucleus. Finally we consider a realistic ansatz for these distribution
functions and plot the resulting baryon current density. Our analysis shows that a classical
particle picture adequately describes the baryon charge evolution after the scattering event.
This paper is organized as follows: We begin by formulating the baryon stopping problem
in the color-glass condensate picture in Sec. II. This is then followed by an analysis of a single
quark plane-wave scattering off of a color charged sheet in Sec. III. We then analyze the
scattering of a composite particle in Sec. IV, finally specializing the analysis to describe the
scattering of a large nucleus off of a sheet of color charge. We conclude with Sec. V.
II. SETTING UP THE CALCULATION OF BARYON STOPPING
In this section we describe the various technical steps in calculating the resulting current
density as a baryonic projectile crosses a sheet of colored glass corresponding to a nucleus.
A. Background gauge fields
We begin with the classical Yang-Mills equations
DµF
µν = Jν + jν , (1)
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FIG. 1. Scattering of a sheet infinite in the transverse direction on quarks initially at rest
in the presence of the strong source Jν of the target nucleus and the weak source jν of the
projectile nucleus where Dµ is the gauge covariant derivative. Specifying the gauge choice
A+ = A− = 0 , (2)
the covariant current conservation law reads
DµJ
µ = 0 . (3)
such that the color currents of target nucleus can then be described as
Jν = δν− gρ(x+,x) , (4)
and will be treated non-perturbatively. Conversely the color currents jν associated with the
projectile nucleus will be treated perturbatively, and do not contribute to the evolution of
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the baryon current at leading order.
Based on our gauge choice, the leading order solution to the gauge fields can be con-
structed as
−∇2⊥A− = gρ(x+,x) , (5)
such that the gauge field can be chosen of the form
A−(x+, x−,x) =
1
−∇2⊥
gρ(x+,x) , (6)
and the field strength
F i−(x+, x−,x) =
∂i
−∇2⊥
gρ(x+,x) , (7)
is independent of x− and has support only in a small region of space-time concentrated
around x+ = 0.
B. Dirac equation at leading order
With the eventual goal of describing realistic collisions we now move on to analyze the
propagation of fermions in the presence of the color field of the target nucleus. The fermion
fields Ψ satisfy the Dirac equation
(i /D −m)Ψ = 0 , (8)
in the presence of the gauge fields Aµ sourced by the target nucleus. By performing the
usual decomposition of the Dirac equation into the light-cone components
Ψ+ =
1
2
γ+γ−Ψ , Ψ− =
1
2
γ−γ+Ψ , (9)
the Dirac equation for the Ψ+ component can be expressed as
Ψ+ =
1
2i∂−
(iγiDi +m)γ
+Ψ− , (10)
and becomes independent of the evolution time variable x+. Based on this simplification,
the relevant evolution equation in x+ takes the form
2iD+Ψ
− = (iγiDi +m)
1
i∂−
(−iγiDi +m)Ψ− . (11)
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C. Solution before the collision
Outside the narrow region of support for the A− field, the equations of motion give rise
to the on-shell condition
(−2∂+∂− − ∂i∂i −m2)Ψ− = −(∂µ∂µ +m2)Ψ− = 0 , (12)
and the general solution in the region x+ < 0 can be expressed as a super-position of plane
wave modes
Ψ(x+ < 0, x−,x) = (13)
(2pi)−3
∑
s
∫ ∞
0
dk+
2k+
∫
d2k
(
us(k)bs, in(k)e
−ikx + vs(k)d
†
s, in(k)e
+ikx
)
,
where k2 = 2k+k−−k2 = m2 is to be understood as an on-shell four momentum. We choose
the Dirac spinors us(k) and vs(k) to satisfy the following orthonormality
u¯s(k)γ
+us′(k) = 2k
+δss′ , v¯s(k)γ
+vs′(k) = 2k
+δss′ , (14)
and completeness relations∑
s
us(k)u¯s(k) = /k +m ,
∑
s
vs(k)v¯s(k) = /k −m , (15)
which we will use in the following to derive projection formulae and expressions for current
matrix elements.
D. Crossing the light-cone
Crossing the light cone, the solution can be formally expressed as
Ψ−(x+, x−,x)
= P exp
(
i
∫ x+
0−
dx˜+
[
gA−(x˜+, x−x)− (iγiDi +m) 1
2i∂−
(−iγiDi +m)
])
Ψ−(x+ = 0−, x−,x) ,
(16)
which to leading order in the eikonal approximation yields the following crossing formula
Ψ−(x+ = 0+, x−,x) = V (x)Ψ−(x+ = 0−, x−,x) , (17)
where V (x) denotes the light-like Wilson line in the fundamental representation, i.e.
V (x) = P exp
(
ig
∫ 0+
0−
dx+ A−(x+, x−x)
)
. (18)
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E. Solution after the collision
Beyond x+ > 0+ the leading order solution is again of the plane wave form, i.e.
Ψ(x+ > 0, x−,x) = (19)
(2pi)−3
∑
s
∫ ∞
0
dk+
2k+
∫
d2k
(
us(k)bs,out(k)e
−ikx + vs(k)d
†
s,out(k)e
+ikx
)
.
However, the operators bs,out(k) and d
†
s,out(k) in the expansion of the fermion field now have
to be obtained by matching to the solution on the x+ > 0 side, i.e. right after the interacting
with the color fields in the target nucleus to that for x+ < 0, i.e. immediately before the
interaction with the target nucleus. By applying the following reduction formula
bs,out(k) =
∫
d2y
∫
dy− u¯s(k)γ+Ψ(y+ = 0+, y−,y) e+iky , (20)
d†s,out(k) =
∫
d2y
∫
dy− v¯s(k)γ+Ψ(y+ = 0+, y−,y) e−iky . (21)
on the x+ = 0+ light-like hypersurface, it is straightforward to obtain the following momen-
tum space expressions for bs,out(k) and d
†
s,out(k)
bs,out(k) =
∫
d2p
(2pi)2
V˜ (k− p) bs,in(k+,p) , (22)
d†s,out(k) =
∫
d2p
(2pi)2
V˜ (p− k) d†s,in(k+,p) . (23)
which are frequently used in calculations of partonic cross-sections in the color glass con-
densate framework. However, for our purpose of calculating the space-time evolution of
baryon currents, it is in fact more convenient to work directly with the formal expressions
in Eqns. (20,21). By inserting Eqns. (20,21) into Eq. (19) and making use of the relation in
Eq. (15), we then obtain the general solution in the forward light-cone as
Ψ(x+ > 0, x−,x) = (2pi)−3
∫ ∞
0
dk+
2k+
∫
d2k
∫
dy−
∫
d2y (24)[
(/k +m)e−ik(x−y) + (/k −m)e+ik(x−y)]
y+=0
V (y)γ+ Ψ(y+ = 0−, y−,y) .
We note that the right hand side expression only involves the fermion field Ψ(y+ = 0−, y−,y)
immediately before the interaction with the target nucleus. Conversely, the subsequent
propagation in the color field of the target and after the collision are expressed via the
convolution in coordinate space with the forward scattering amplitude V (y)γ+ and the
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free-fermion propagator
G(x+ > 0, x−,x|y+ = 0+, y−,y) = (25)
(2pi)−3
∫ ∞
0
dk+
2k+
∫
d2k
[
(/k +m)e−ik(x−y) + (/k −m)e+ik(x−y)]
y+=0
.
F. Calculation of baryon current
Equipped with the explicit leading order solution of the fermion field in the forward light
cone in Eq. (24), we can now proceed to calculate the vector current
jµ(y) =
〈
Ψ¯(y)γµΨ(y)
〉
. (26)
Based on the above expressions the vector current in the forward light-cone can be compactly
expressed as
〈jµ(y)〉 =
1
(2pi)6
∫ ∞
−∞
dk+
2k+
∫ ∞
−∞
dk¯+
2k¯+
∫
d2k
∫
d2k¯
∫
dx−
∫
dx¯−
∫
d2x
∫
d2x¯〈
Ψ¯(x¯+ = 0−, x¯−, x¯) V †(x¯) Γµ(k, k¯) V (x) Ψ(x+ = 0−, x−,x)
〉
e−ik¯(x¯−y)+ik(x−y)
where we denote the current matrix element as
Γµ(k, k¯) = /n(/¯k +m)γµ(/k +m)/n , (27)
Note that in the above expression, the integrals over k+, k¯+ now extend from −∞ to +∞
with the negative region associated with the anti-particle contribution; k2 = k¯2 = m2 are
to be understood as on-shell four momenta and nµ denotes the light like four vector nµ =
(n+, n−,n) = (0, 1, 0, 0) such that /n = γ+ , n2 = nµnµ = 0 and nµkµ = k+. Decomposing
the expectation value into color singlet structures in the projectile and target nucleus by
using 〈(
V †(x¯)V (x)
)
ij
〉
= δijD(x, x¯) , D(x, x¯) =
1
Nc
tr[V †(x¯)V (x)] (28)
the expression for the vector current assumes the following factorized form
〈jµ(y)〉
= (2pi)−6
∫ ∞
−∞
dk+
2k+
∫ ∞
−∞
dk¯+
2k¯+
∫
d2k
∫
d2k¯
∫
dx−
∫
dx¯−
∫
d2x
∫
d2x¯
D(x, x¯)
〈
Ψ¯(x¯+ = 0−, x¯−, x¯) Γµ(k, k¯) Ψ(x+ = 0−, x−,x)
〉
e−ik¯(x¯−y)e+ik(x−y) .
(29)
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Evaluating the current matrix element explicitly according to
Γµ(k, k¯) = /n
[
2kµ(k¯ · n) + 2k¯µ(k · n)− 2nµ(k · k¯ −m2)]
+ 2iγνγ5
[
µναβ
(
(k¯ · n)kαnβ − (k · n)k¯αnβ
)
− nµναβγkαk¯βnγ
]
+ 2im σµαnα
(
(k · n)− (k¯ · n)
)
+ 2im σαβnβ
(
k¯α − kα
)
one recognizes three distinct contributions related to the different operator structures of
the hadronic matrix element. Clearly, the presence of the hadronic correlation function in
conjunction with the oscillating phase factors associated with the propagation of quarks
after the collision can give rise to a complicated space-time structure of the currents.
III. BARYON STOPPING FOR A SINGLE QUARK
In order to obtain an intuitive insight into the dynamics, we will therefore first discuss
the case of a single quark scattering of the color fields of a dense nucleus. One finds that for
the scattering of a single quark in a momentum eigenstate only the unpolarized contribution
of the current matrix element survives. Evaluating the corresponding correlation function
of the quark fields for x+ ≤ 0− according to〈
Ψ¯(x¯)/nΨ(x)
〉
=
∫
d3p¯
(2pi)3
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
∑
ss¯
u¯s¯(p¯)/nus(p)√
2Ep¯
√
2Ep
〈
b†s¯(p¯)bs(p)
〉
e−ipxe+ip¯x¯,
(30)
for a momentum eigenstate with on-shell four momentum P = (P+, P−,P) and averaging
over spin and color according to〈
b†s¯(p¯)bs(p)
〉
= (2pi)3δ(3)(p− P )(2pi)3δ(3)(p¯− P )δss¯
2
N (31)
where N is a constant for the normalization of the plane wave states, we get〈
Ψ¯(x¯+ = 0−, x¯−, x¯)/nΨ(x+ = 0−, x−,x)
〉
= N (P · n)
EP
e−iPxe+iP x¯ . (32)
By integrating the expression for the current over x− and x¯− one readily obtains
〈jµ(y)〉 = N
(2pi)4
∫
d2k
∫
d2k¯
1
2EP
(
k¯µ + kµ − k · k¯ −m
2
q
P+
nµ
)
k+=k¯+=P+∫
d2x
∫
d2x¯ D(x, x¯) e−ik(x−y)e+ik¯(x¯−y) e+iP(x−x¯) e−i(k
−−k¯−)y+ ,
(33)
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By evaluating the contributions to the different components of the current explicitliy ac-
cording to
k¯− + k− − k · k¯ −m
2
P+
=
kk¯+m2
2P+
=
(
k+k¯
2
)2
+m2
2P+
− (k− k¯)
2
4
, (34)
and simplifying the phase factor in the exponential using
k¯− − k− = k
2 − k¯2
2P+
=
(
k+k¯
2
)
P+
(k− k¯) , (35)
most of the integrals can be performed by using a change of variables to sum and difference
coordinates, and it is then straightforward to obtain the final result
〈jµ(y)〉 = N
∫
d2K
(2pi)2
1
EP

P+
Ki
K2+m2q
2P+
+
∇2y
4
 DW(K−P,y − KP+y+) ,
(36)
where DW (Q,b) denotes the Wigner transform of the dipole scattering amplitude
DW (Q,b) =
∫
d2r D(b+ r/2,b− r/2) e−iQr . (37)
Note that the above expression for the baryon current has a straightforward interpreta-
tion in terms of classical particle picture: Incoming quarks with four momentum P =
(P+,
P2+m2q
2P+
,P) interact with the nucleus at a space-time position xµ = (0, x−,x) and re-
ceive a momentum transfer given by (0, (K−P)
2−P2
2P+
,K − P). Subsequently for y+ > 0 they
propagate freely from the space time point xµ = (0, x−,x) of the interaction to the space
time point yµ = (y+, y−,y = x+ K
P+
y+) where the current is measured.Since we considered
the scattering of momentum eigenstates, the interaction point is delocalized in x− and the
resulting baryon current in Eq. (36) becomes independent of y−.
Notably the formula in Eq. (36) is extremely useful to estimate the effects of baryon
number compression and baryon stopping. Neglecting the impact parameter (b) dependence
in the target, and considering the simplest possible ansatz for the Dipole scattering amplitude
D(K,b) =
(2pi)2
piQ2s
exp
(
−K
2
Q2s
)
(38)
where Qs is the saturation momentum of the nucleus, one readily obtains the result〈
j+
〉
y+>0
=
〈
j+
〉
y+<0
, (39)〈
j−
〉
y+>0
=
Q2s
m2T
〈
j−
〉
y+<0
, (40)
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where 〈j±〉y+<0 and 〈j±〉y+>0 describe the currents before and after the interaction with the
nucleus, and m2T = P
2 + m2q denotes the transverse mass of the projectile. Decomposing
the current jµ in terms of the rest-frame density n and flow velocity uµ = 1√
2
(e+y, e−y,0)
according to[? ]
jµ = nuµ (41)
one finds that the rapidity is shifted by
〈y〉y+>0 − 〈y〉y+<0 =
1
2
log
Q2s
m2T
, (42)
while the density gets compressed by a factor Qs
mT
, i.e.
〈n〉y+>0 =
Qs
mT
〈n〉y+<0 . (43)
This is the result of Anishetty-Koehler-Mclerran (AKM), except that in our analysis com-
pression factor is determined by the dynamics of the Color Glass Condensate. We have an
expression for the current density valid configuration by configuration. There are several
important distinctions from the AKM treatment: The CGC allows one to handle spatial
fluctuations. Most importantly, the typical transverse momentum scale is not the QCD
scale, as was assumed in AKM, but is the saturation momentum of the projectile nucleus
which can be much larger than the QCD scale and grows with increasing beam energy.
IV. BARYON STOPPING FOR COMPOSITE PROJECTILES
We will now consider the more realistic scenario of a composite projectile scattering of the
color field of a the target nucleus. We focus for simplicity on the unpolarized contribution
given by [? ]
〈jµ(y)〉 = (2pi)−6
∫ ∞
−∞
dk+
2k+
∫ ∞
−∞
dk¯+
2k¯+
∫
d2k
∫
d2k¯
∫
d2x
∫
d2x¯
D(x, x¯)
[
2kµ(k¯ · n) + 2k¯µ(k · n)− 2nµ(k · k¯ −m2)]∫
dx−
∫
dx¯−
〈
Ψ¯(x¯+ = 0−, x¯−, x¯) /n Ψ(x+ = 0−, x−,x)
〉
e−ik¯(x¯−y)e+ik(x−y) .
(44)
We denote the relevant quark distribution in the projectile as
q(k+, k¯+,q,b) =
∫
d2r
∫
dx−
∫
dx¯− e−ik¯
+x¯−e+ik
+x−e−iqr (45)〈
Ψ¯(x¯+ = 0, x¯−,b− r/2) /n Ψ(x+ = 0, x−,b+ r/2)〉
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and define
q(k+, k¯+,b) ≡
∫
d2q
(2pi)2
q(k+, k¯+,q,b) ,
=
∫
dx−
∫
dx¯− e−ik¯
+x¯−e+ik
+x−〈
Ψ¯(x¯+ = 0, x¯−,b) /n Ψ(x+ = 0, x−,b)
〉
.
Now in order to localize the interaction point in both x− and x, we consider a wave-
package of hadrons with momentum distribution Ω(p, p¯) such that the operator expectation
value is given by
q(k+, k¯+,b) =∫
d4p
(2pi)4
∫
d4p¯
(2pi)4
(2pi)2δ(p2 −M2N)δ(p¯2 −M2N) Ω(p, p¯)
∫
dX−ei(k¯
+−k+)X−∫
dδx−ei
k¯++k+
2
δx− 〈p¯|Ψ¯(0, X− − δx−/2,b) /n Ψ(0, X− + δx−/2,b)|p〉 ,
where Ω(p, p¯) is normalized such that∫
d4p
(2pi)4
∫
d4p¯
(2pi)4
(2pi)2δ(p2 −M2N)δ(p¯2 −M2N) Ω(p, p¯) 〈p¯||p〉 = 1 (46)
By performing a shift of the arguments of the hadronic matrix elements according to〈
p¯|Ψ¯(0, X− − δx−/2,b) /n Ψ(0, X− + δx−/2,b)|p〉 =
e−i(p¯
+−p+)X−ei(p¯−p)b
〈
p¯
∣∣∣∣Ψ¯(0,−δx−2 , 0) /n Ψ(0,+δx−2 , 0)
∣∣∣∣ p〉 (47)
one recognizes that the hadronic matrix element can be expressed in terms of a generalized
parton distribution (GPD) (see e.g. [14] for a comprehensive review)
qV (x, ξ, t) =
1
2
∫
dδx−
(2pi)
ei
k¯++k+
2
δx−
〈
p¯
∣∣∣∣Ψ¯(0,−δx−2 , 0) /n Ψ(0,+δx−2 , 0)
∣∣∣∣ p〉 ,
which depends on the variables
x =
k¯+ + k+
p+ + p¯+
ξ =
p+ − p¯+
p+ + p¯+
t = (p¯− p)2 (48)
By performing also the integration over X−, which sets the longitudinal momentum differ-
ence of the hadron p¯+ − p+ equal to that of the parton k¯+ − k+, the relevant distribution is
then given by
q(k+, k¯+,b) = 4pi
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
∫
d4p¯
(2pi)4
(2pi)2δ(p2 −M2N)δ(p¯2 −M2N) Ω(p, p¯)
ei(p¯−p)b qV (x, ξ, t) (2pi)δ
(
(k¯+ − k+)− (p¯+ − p+)
)
.
(49)
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Note that physically, the distribution qV (x, ξ, t) can be viewed as the probability to emit a
quark with momentum fractions
x+ ξ = 2k+/(p+ + p¯+) , x− ξ = 2k¯+/(p+ + p¯+) . (50)
in the amplitude and in the complex conjugate amplitude respectively, such that in contrast
to the single quark scattering example, the longitudinal momenta k+ and k¯+ are in general
different. We will see shortly, how this will lead to modifications of the baryon currents in
the forward light-cone.
Equipped with the relevant hadronic matrix element, we can now turn back to the eval-
uation of the baryon current. Defining center of mass and difference coordinates for the
transverse variables according to
b =
x+ x¯
2
, r = x− x¯ , K = k+ k¯
2
, δk = k− k¯ , (51)
the phase factors become
e−ik¯(x¯−y)e+ik(x−y) = e−ik¯
+(x¯−−y−)e+ik
+(x−−y−)e−iKr−δk(b−y) (52)
e
i
(
K2+ δk
2
4
+m2
)(
1
2k¯+
− 1
2k+
)
y+
e
−iKδk
(
1
2k¯+
+ 1
2k+
)
y+
.
and the different components of the current matrix element can be evaluated according to
2k+(k¯ · n) + 2k¯+(k · n) = 4k+k¯+ ,
2ki(k¯ · n) + 2k¯i(k · n) = 4k+k¯+
(
Ki
( 1
2k¯+
+
1
2k+
)
− δk/2
( 1
2k¯+
− 1
2k+
))
,
2k−(k¯ · n) + 2k¯−(k · n)− 2n−(k · k¯ −m2) = 2
(
K2 − δk
2
4
+m2
)
.
By switching to the center of mass and difference coordinates as defined in Eq. (51) and
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performing some of the integrations, we then obtain

〈j+(y)〉
〈ji(y)〉
〈j−(y)〉
 = (2pi)−8
∫ ∞
−∞
dk+
∫ ∞
−∞
dk¯+
∫
d2K
∫
d2δk
∫
d2b
∫
d2q
DW (K− q,b) q(k+, k¯+,q,b)

1
Ki
(
1
2k¯+
+ 1
2k+
)
− δk/2
(
1
2k¯+
− 1
2k+
)
K2− δk2
4
+m2
2k+k¯+

e+i(k¯
+−k+)y−e−iδk(b−y)e
+i
(
K2+ δk
2
4
+m2
)(
1
2k¯+
− 1
2k+
)
y+
e
−iKδk
(
1
2k¯+
+ 1
2k+
)
y+
,
(53)
where DW is the Wigner transform of the dipole distribution of the target defined in Eq. (37)
and q(k+, k¯+,q,b) denotes the hadronic correlation function of the projectile defined in
Eq. (46). Since the intrinsic transverse momentum of the quarks in the projectile q ∼ ΛQCD,
whereas the typical momentum transfer K ∼ Qs  ΛQCD, we can further neglect the
intrinsic transverse momentum of the quark to obtain

〈j+(y)〉
〈ji(y)〉
〈j−(y)〉
 =
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
∫
d4p¯
(2pi)4
(2pi)2δ(p2 −M2N)δ(p¯2 −M2N) Ω(p, p¯)
2P+
∫ ∞
−∞
dx qV (x, ξ, t)
∫
d2K
(2pi)2
∫
d2δk
(2pi)2
∫
d2b DW (K,b)
1
xP+

xP+(
Ki +
(−ξ
x
)
δki
2
)
x2
x2−ξ2
K2− δk2
4
+m2
2xP+
x2
x2−ξ2

ei(p¯−p)be
+2i(−ξx )
(
xP+y−−K
2+ δk
2
4 +m
2
2xP+
x2
x2−ξ2 y
+
)
e
+iδk
(
y−b− K
xP+
x2
x2−ξ2 y
+
)
,
(54)
where P+ = (p+ + p¯+)/2, ξ = (p+ − p¯+)/(p+ + p¯+) and t = (p¯ − p)2. Even though the
expressions for the currents simplify dramatically in the limit y+ = 0 i.e. immediately after
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the collision, where e.g. j+ is simply related to the Dirac and Pauli form factors (see A)
〈
j+(y)
〉∣∣
y+=0
=
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
∫
d4p¯
(2pi)4
(2pi)2δ(p2 −M2N)δ(p¯2 −M2N) Ω(p, p¯)
u¯(p¯)
[
F q1 (t)γ
+ + F q2 (t)
iσ+α(p¯− p)α
2MN
]
u(p) eiδpy (55)
we find that the most general result in Eq. (54) no longer admits a simple probabilistic
interpretation in terms of classical particles. Because the longitudinal momenta of the
quark/anti-quark are in general different in the amplitude and conjugate amplitude, inter-
ference effects can play an important role in determining the space-time structure of currents
in the forward light-cone. Noteably, these effects can be understood as a consequence of
the uncertainty principle which prohibits a precise simultaneous determination of the inter-
action point x− and the momentum k+. However, as we will see shortly, such effects are
suppressed in the collision of large nuclei, where a semi-classical picture can be recovered by
exploiting the separation of scales between the size of the nucleus and the size of the nucleon.
A. Baryon stopping in collision of large nuclei
We now focus specifically on the case of baryon stopping in the collision of large nuclei,
for which some important simplifications of the general result occur. We consider the pro-
jectile nucleus as composed of individual nucleons and adopt the semi-classical treatment of
Kovchegov and Sievert[13] for the position and momentum distribution Ω(p, p¯) of nucleons
inside the projectile
Ω(p, p¯) =
√
4p+p¯+ ρN(t) (2pi)
2δ(2) (P) (2pi)δ
(
P+ − P+N
)
. (56)
We note that in Eq. (56), we neglected the long. and transverse momentum uncertainty of
the nucleons, anticipating that the motion of nucleons inside the nucleus is non-relativistic
such that |P|  P+N and similarly |P+ − P+N |  P+N . By ρN(t) we denote the Fourier
transform of the density of nucleons inside the projectile, which is constrained by rotational
invariance in the Breit frame (B.F.) where
ρ˜N(t)
B.F.
=
∫
d3b ρN(b) e
−iqb , t B.F.= −q2 . (57)
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By using the explicit expression for t in our usual frame
t = −4M
2
Nξ
2
1− ξ2 −
(1 + ξ)p− (1− ξ)p¯
1− ξ2
P=0
= −4M
2
Nξ
2
1− ξ2 −
δp2
1− ξ2 (58)
one can then express the averages over the projectile nucleon states as∫
d4p
(2pi)4
∫
d4p¯
(2pi)4
(2pi)2δ(p2 −M2N)δ(p¯2 −M2N) Ω(p, p¯) =
1
2pi
∫
dξ
∫
d2δp
(2pi)2
1√
1− ξ2ρN(t)
∣∣∣∣∣
P+=P+N , P=0
, (59)
such that upon using the standard decomposition of the GPD between unpolarized hadron
states [14]
qV (x, ξ, t) =
√
1− ξ2
[
H(x, ξ, t)−
(
ξ
x
)2
x2
x2 − ξ2E(x, ξ, t)
]
, (60)
the current density can be written as
〈j+(y)〉
〈ji(y)〉
〈j−(y)〉
 = 1pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
∫
d
(
ξ
x
)∫
d2δp
(2pi)2
∫
d2K
(2pi)2
∫
d2δk
(2pi)2
∫
d2b
ρN(t)
[
H(x, ξ, t)−
(
ξ
x
)2
x2
x2 − ξ2E(x, ξ, t)
]
DW (K,b)
xP+(
Ki +
(−ξ
x
)
δki
2
)
x2
x2−ξ2
K2− δk2
4
+m2
2xP+
x2
x2−ξ2

eiδpbe
+2i(−ξx )
(
xP+y−−K
2+ δk
2
4 +m
2
2xP+
x2
x2−ξ2 y
+
)
e
+iδk
(
y−b− K
xP+
x2
x2−ξ2 y
+
)∣∣∣
P+=P+N , P=0
.
(61)
Now the crucial observation is that the t dependence of the integrand is in fact dominated
by distribution of nucleus inside the nucleus, which severely restricts |t| . 1/R2A. However,
on this scale variations of the t dependence of the distributions of quarks inside the nucleon
is suppressed by powers of Rp/RA and one may therefore approximate t ' 0 in the GPDs.
Similar remarks can be made with regards to the ξ dependence, which is kinematically
related to the t dependence via
t|P=0 = −
4M2nξ
2
1− ξ2 −
(δp)2
1− ξ2 . (62)
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Since both terms in Eq. 62 contribute with the same sign, one concludes that
ξ2 <
1
1 + 4M2n/|t|
. 1
4M2nR
2
A
, (63)
such that |ξ| . 1/MnRA << 1. Since on the other hand the GPDs typically vary on scales
|ξ| ∼ x, with the baryon charge dominated by the valence sector x ∼ 1, one may approximate
ξ ' 0 up to corrections of order Rp/RA, such that
〈j+(y)〉
〈ji(y)〉
〈j−(y)〉
 ' 1pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dx H(x, 0, 0)
∫
d
(
ξ
x
)∫
d2δp
(2pi)2
ρN(t)
∫
d2K
(2pi)2
∫
d2δk
(2pi)2
∫
d2b DW (K,b)

xP+
Ki +
(−ξ
x
)
δki
2
K2− δk2
4
+m2
2xP+

eiδpb e
+2i(−ξx )
(
xP+y−−K
2+ δk
2
4 +m
2
2xP+
y+
)
e+iδk(y−b−
K
xP+
y+)
∣∣∣
P+=P+N , P=0
.
(64)
where by approximating ξ ' 0 and t ' 0 one recovers the collinear quark distribution
H(x, 0, 0), with negative values of x denoting the corresponding anti-quark distribution.
Evaluating the integrals over δk and b, by expressing δk→ −i∇y then yields
〈j+(y)〉
〈ji(y)〉
〈j−(y)〉
 ' 1pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dx H(x, 0, 0)
∫
d
(
ξ
x
)∫
d2δp
(2pi)2
ρN(t)
∫
d2K
(2pi)2
DW
(
K,y − K
xP+
y+
)
xP+
Ki − i (−ξ
x
) ∇iy
2
K2+
∇2y
4
+m2
2xP+

eiδp(y−
K
xP+
y+)e
+2i(−ξx )
xP+y−−K2−∇2y4 +m2
2xP+
y+

(65)
Neglecting further the gradients in impact parameter space (∇y) which are suppressed by
inverse powers of QsRA  1 relative to the leading result, the expression can be re-cast into
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the form
〈jµ(y)〉 =
∫ ∞
0
dk+
2k+
∫
d2k
(2pi)2
2kµ
[
fq(y, k)− fq¯(y, k)
]
k2=m2
(66)
with a phase-space distribution
fq/q¯(y
+, y−,y, k+,k) = f (0)q/q¯
(
y− − k
−
k+
y+,y − k
k+
y+, k+,k
)
. (67)
given by
f (0)q (y
−,y, k+,k) = DW (+k,y) q(x)
∫
dξ
(2pi)
∫
d2δp
(2pi)2
ρN(t) e
−iξP+y−e−iδp·y ,
f
(0)
q¯ (y
−,y, k+,k) = DW (−k,y) q¯(x)
∫
dξ
(2pi)
∫
d2δp
(2pi)2
ρN(t) e
−iξP+y−e−iδp·y ,
(68)
where we denote x = k
+
P+
and used that H(x, 0, 0) = q(x) for x > 0 and H(x, 0, 0) = −q¯(x)
for x < 0. Since the distribution in Eq. (67), clearly satisfies the collisionless Boltzmann
equation
kµ∂yµf(y, k) = 0 , (69)
one concludes that the final result can be interpreted in terms of classical particle picture,
with the initial phase-space distribution determined by Eq. (68).
B. Space-time picture of baryon stopping in collisions of large nuclei
We will now investigate the baryon compression and acceleration in more detail, and first
consider the limit y+ → 0, i.e. immediately after the collision. Considering for simplicity
DW (K,b) =
(2pi)2
piQ2s(b)
exp
(
− K
2
Q2s(b)
)
, (70)
one finds that〈
j+(y+ = 0+, y−,y)
〉
= ρ˜N(y
−,y)
∫ 1
0
dx
[
q(x)− q¯(x)
]
, (71)
〈
j−(y+ = 0+, y−,y)
〉
= ρ˜N(y
−,y)
∫ 1
0
dx
[
q(x)− q¯(x)
] Q2s(y) +m2q
2(xP+)2
where
ρ˜N(y
−,y) = P+
∫
dξ
(2pi)
∫
d2δp
(2pi)2
ρN(t) e
−iξP+y−e−iδp·y (72)
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is the density of nuclear matter inside the projectile. Note that due to Lorentz contract the
distribution in the high-energy limit P+ →∞ becomes strongly peaked in x− as
lim
P+→∞
P+
∫
dξ
(2pi)
ρN
(
t(ξ, δp)
)
e−iξP
+y− = ρN
(
t(ξ = 0, δp)
)
δ(y−) . (73)
Hence to estimate the baryon compression factor, it is important to extract the baryon
density in the local rest-frame as discussed in Sec. III. Denoting〈
1
x2
〉
B
=
∫ 1
0
dx
[
q(x)− q¯(x)
] 1
x2
, (74)
we find that 〈
nB(y
+ = 0+, y−,y)
〉 '√Q2s(y)
M2N
√〈
1
x2
〉
B
〈
nB(y
+ = 0−, y−,y)
〉
(75)
such that the typical compression factor is approximately given by
〈nB〉y+=0+
〈nB〉y+=0−
≈ 20
(
Q2s
25GeV
)1/2(〈 1
x2
〉
B
0.06
)1/2
(76)
Beyond the limit y+ → 0+ it becomes somewhat more involved to study the full (3+1)-
dimensional space-time dynamics. We will therefore concentrate our attention to transverse
averages of the baryon currents
Jµ(y+, y−) =
∫
d2y jµ(y+, y−,y) . (77)
and for simplicity also neglect the impact parameter dependence in the target nucleus by
setting Q2s(b) = Q
2
s. Starting from Eq. (64), the corresponding expectation values of J
µ are
then given by〈J+(y+, y−)〉
〈J−(y+, y−)〉
 ' ∫ 1
0
dx
(
q(x)− q¯(x)
)∫
d2K
e−K
2/Q2s
piQ2s
 xP+
K2+m2
2xP+

1
pi
∫
d
(
ξ
x
)
ρN
(
−4M
2
Nξ
2
1− ξ2
)
e
+2i(−ξx )
(
xP+y−−K2+m2
2xP+
y+
)
.
(78)
Our results for the the space-time dependence of the baryon currents in the forward light-cone
are compactly summarized in Fig. 2, where we have evaluated this expression numerically,
based on the following ansatz for the PDF and distribution of nuclear matter inside the
projectile
q(x)− q¯(x) = Γ(a+ b+ 2)
Γ(a+ 1)Γ(b+ 1)
xa(1− x)b , ρN(t) = e− 12R2A|t| . (79)
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FIG. 2. Space time evolution of the baryon number density NB (in units of nuclear matter density
N0 =
A
(2piR2A)
1/2 ) before and after the collision of large nuclei. Numerical results are obtained for
RA = 6 fm and Qs = 5GeV. In order to better illustrate the space-time dependence we have chosen
a frame where the projectile nucleus has an initial momentum-space rapidity of yB = 3, such that
the compressed and stopped baryonic matter is approximately at rest.
such that in coordinate space in the rest-frame of the nucleus ρN(~b) = ρ0 e
− 1
2
~b2/R2A . Here ρ0 =
A
(2piR2A)
3/2 denotes the nuclear matter density for a nucleus with radius RA and atomic number
A, and if not stated otherwise, we use a = b = 3/2 for the valence PDF parametrization.
Before the collision the nuclear matter inside the projectile is moving fast in the positive
z direction and the rest frame density NB =
√
2J+J− is given by the typical nuclear matter
density N0 =
A
(2piR2A)
1/2 . Due to the interaction with the shock-wave the nuclear matter
is decelerated and compressed, such that immediately after the interaction, i.e. y+ = 0+,
the typical rest frame densities can reach several times nuclear matter density depending
on the saturation scale Qs (c.f. Eq. (76)). Specifically, for the values chosen in Fig. 2,
baryon densities of up to five times nuclear matter density persist for about 2 fm/c, within
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approximately one unit of rapidity concentrated around η| . 0.5 in the chosen frame.
We also note that we have chosen the origin of the coordinate system as the point where
the center of mass of both nuclei coincide with each other. Since, unlike in the high-
energy limit, the interaction region is extended in x−, this also implies that at early times
a significant fraction of the baryon charge is concentrated outside the forward light-cone.
Hence to investigate the dynamics at early times, it is much more convenient to look at the
dynamics in terms of x+, x− or equivalently t, z variables rather than the usual τ, η which are
only defined in the forward light-cone. Nevertheless, one also observes from Fig. 2 that at
later times t & 2fm/c, most of baryon charge is concentrated in the forward light-cone, where
one can then investigate profiles of the net-baryon density as a function of the coordinate
space rapidity η. Our results are shown in Fig. 3, where we present the evolution of the
rest-frame density NB in comparison with the density J
τ in a co-moving frame. Note that
the two quantities behave quite differently at early times, due to the presence of additional
currents Jη in the longitudinal direction. Eventually, at late times NB and J
τ start to
coincide with each other and approach the asymptotic form
lim
τ→∞
〈τJτ (τ, η)〉 '
∫
d2K
e−K
2/Q2s
piQ2s
(80)√
K2 +m2q
M2n
eη−yBeam
[
q(x)− q¯(x)
]
θ(1− x)ρN(t = 0)
∣∣∣∣∣
x=
√
K2+m2q
M2n
eη−yBeam
where the coordinate space profile of the projectile becomes irrelevant, and the net-baryon
density exhibits the usual 1/τ dependence characteristic of Bjorken expansion.
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FIG. 3. Net-baryon density profiles as a function of coordinate space rapidity η at different times τ
after the collision. Open symbol correspond to Jτ , filled symbols show the results for the rest-frame
density NB.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we showed how to compute the distribution of valence particles after a
collision with a high energy nucleus when the nucleus is described by the theory of the Color
Glass Condensate. This demonstrates explicitly the compression of the valence particles after
the collision, along with simple estimates for the compression factors. Quantum coherence
plays a significant role in the early time evolution of the scattered valence particles. However,
in the limit of large colliding nuclei a semi-classical picture can be recovered, where so far
the produced quarks are non interacting after the collision. It remains to determine the
gluon radiation induced by such a collision. As such, this work provide some initial steps
and hints about how to treat the fragmentation region from first principles in QCD at least
for very high energy collisions. Needless to say, there remains much work to be done before
this goal is achieved.
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Appendix A: Baryon currents before the collision
Before the collision (y+ < 0) the baryon currents are given by
〈jµ(y)〉 =
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
∫
d4p¯
(2pi)4
(2pi)2δ(p2 −M2N)δ(p¯2 −M2N) Ω(p, p¯)
< p¯|Ψ¯(y)γµΨ(y)|p > , (A1)
which can be compactly expressed in terms of the form factors as
〈jµ(y)〉 =
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
∫
d4p¯
(2pi)4
(2pi)2δ(p2 −M2N)δ(p¯2 −M2N) Ω(p, p¯)
u¯(p¯)
[
F q1 (t)γ
+ + F q2 (t)
iσ+α(p¯− p)α
2MN
]
u(p) e−i(p¯−p)y (A2)
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Evaluating this expression in the limit of a large nucleus, i.e. for Ω(p, p¯) as in Eq. (56) and
approximating t ' 0 and ξ ' 0 one finds〈
j+(y)
〉
=
1
2pi
∫
dξ
∫
d2δp
(2pi)2
2P+ ρN(t)F
q
1 (t ' 0) e−i(p¯−p)y , (A3)
such that upon integration over the transverse coordinates y the averaged current density
is obtained as〈
J+(y+, y−)
〉
= P+
1
pi
∫
dξ ρN
(−4M2Nξ2
1− ξ2
)
e
−2iξ
(
P+y−− M
2
N
2P+(1−ξ2)y
+
)
. (A4)
Appendix B: Early time limit (y+ = 0+) and relation to form factors
Below we investigate more closely the limit y+ = 0+ of the baryon currents immediately
after the collision, where several simplifications occur in Eq. (54) due to the absence of phase
factors associated with the propagation in the forward light-cone〈
j+(y)
〉∣∣
y+=0+
=
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
∫
d4p¯
(2pi)4
(2pi)2δ(p2 −M2N)δ(p¯2 −M2N) Ω(p, p¯)
2P+
∫ ∞
−∞
dx qV (x, ξ, t) e+2iξP
+y−
∫
d2K
(2pi)2
∫
d2δk
(2pi)2
∫
d2b DW (K,b)
ei(p¯−p)be−iδk(b−y)
Specifically, for the light-cone + component of the current the relevant operator is trivial∫
d2K
(2pi)2
DW (K,b) =
1
Nc
tr[VbV
†
b ] = 1 , (B1)
(B2)
such that the interaction with the target initially has no effect〈
j+(y)
〉∣∣
y+=0+
=
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
∫
d4p¯
(2pi)4
(2pi)2δ(p2 −M2N)δ(p¯2 −M2N) Ω(p, p¯)∫ ∞
−∞
dx
∫
d2δk
(2pi)2
∫
d2b 2P+ qV (x, ξ, t) ei(p¯−p)be−2iξP
+y−e−iδk(b−y)
which is identical to the expression obtained at y+ = 0−, i.e. immediately before the collision.
Evaluating the expression explicitly by performing the integrations over δk and b one finds〈
j+(y)
〉∣∣
y+=0
=
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
∫
d4p¯
(2pi)4
(2pi)2δ(p2 −M2N)δ(p¯2 −M2N) Ω(p, p¯)
u¯(p¯)
[
F q1 (t)γ
+ + F q2 (t)
iσ+α(p¯− p)α
2MN
]
u(p) e−i(p¯−p)y
(B3)
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where we used the idenity [14]
2P+
∫ ∞
−∞
dx qV (x, ξ, t) = u¯(p¯)
[
F q1 (t)γ
+ + F q2 (t)
iσ+α(p¯− p)α
2MN
]
u(p) (B4)
relating the moment of the GPD to the Dirac and Pauli form factors F q1 (t) and F
q
2 (t) .
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